FIGURE 4-5 and FIGURE 4-6

FIGURE 4-5 is an example of a duet complex used by eastern pairs. The call order is A B/A/B/A where the first ‘A’ is an example of a male type II initiator. The calls in the sequence are as follows KWP20BE HRP4AE/ HRP02BE/ Z01DFE/ HRP02AE.

FIGURE 4-6 is an example of a duet complex used by western pairs. The call order is A B/A/B A. The first ‘A’ is an example of a male type II initiator. The last ‘A’ is also an example of a common male type II initiator. The calls in the sequence are as follows KNP21CW LR4W/LR0BMW/LR4W KLP20A.